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The year is 2012. Excavation work is under way in a car park, or to be more accurate what 

had once been a car park.  But this was no ordinary car park. For this is the city of Leicester, 

the car park is known as Greyfriars, and archaeologists have just made an important 

discovery. They have recovered a skeleton suspected to be that of one of England’s medieval 

kings, that of Richard III. And indeed the following year that identification was confirmed and 

in 2015 the body was given a reburial in Leicester Cathedral. 

  

Richard was the last of the Yorkist kings of England, probably best known for his alleged 

murder of his nephews, the Princes in the Tower, sons of his late brother Edward IV. He had 

usurped the throne in 1483 at the expense of the elder of the princes, the young Edward V.  

This was the time of the Wars of the Roses between the houses of Lancaster and York, both 

descended from King Edward III. Representing Lancaster was Henry Tudor, and in 1485 he 

made a bid for the throne. The issue would be decided outside the town of Market Bosworth, 

just a few miles from Leicester, where Richard’s army was defeated and he himself killed. His 

body was ignominiously brought to Leicester, and buried in a plain tomb in Greyfriars church, 

which was later demolished. The car park was on the site of the ancient church. 

Henry Tudor now became king as Henry VII, the first of the Tudor dynasty, which also included 

his son Henry VIII, and grandchildren Edward VI, Mary I and Elizabeth I. One of Henry’s 

achievements was to unite the warring factions of Lancaster and York, and this he did by 

marrying Edward IV’s daughter Elizabeth in 1486. The dynasty thus created spans the years 

1485 until 1603, 118 years in total. Henry VII himself reigned until 1509, to be followed by 

Henry VIII (1509-1547), Edward VI (1547-53), Mary (1553-8) and Elizabeth (1558-1603). Some 
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people would place Lady Jane Grey in between Edward and Mary, an unfortunate girl put 

forward as a Protestant alternative to the Catholic Mary. She was known as the Nine Day’s 

Queen and was executed for her effrontery.  

  

After Elizabeth’s death the Tudors were succeeded by the Stuarts in the person of James VI 

of Scotland who became James I of England. He was the son of Mary Queen of Scots, seen as 

a rival for her throne by Elizabeth, and whom she had executed in 1587.  

This was a period of great change. Europe, including England, was emerging from the 

medieval period into the time of the Renaissance, which literally means a new birth, 

characterised by a revival of the arts and learning. This was the beginning of the modern 

world.  

  

One important invention was the printing press, which meant that information could be more 

easily disseminated to the masses. This included the first English translation of the Bible 

produced in 1535 by Miles Coverdale. This medallion from 1835 commemorates its 

tercentenary. Religion played a prominent role during the Tudor period. This was the time of 

the Reformation, with Martin Luther and John Calvin, among others, active on the Continent. 

It was also when Henry VIII split away from Rome and the Pope, setting himself up as Supreme 
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Head of the Church in England. This meant that he was now free to divorce his first wife 

Katherine of Aragon in order to marry Anne Boleyn. In all he would have six wives.  

  

But Henry was short of money, having squandered the riches built up by his parsimonious 

father, Henry VII. One action he took to remedy this was to close the monasteries and take 

all their wealth for the Crown. As Head of the Church he felt justified in doing this. But 

although he had thrown off the Pope’s control, Henry never became a Protestant. That was 

left to his son Edward VI and the Protectors who ruled on the young king’s behalf, the Dukes 

of Somerset and Northumberland. Mary restored Roman Catholicism, and her reign was 

noted for the persecution of Protestants. Finally Elizabeth brought about a church settlement 

whereby she was Supreme Governor of a Church of England once again free from the 

dominion of Rome.  

This was also an age of exploration, with the discovery of a New World in America. The name 

of Christopher Columbus is well known, but there were many others who made the perilous 

journey across the Atlantic or round the southern tips of Africa and South America. This is the 

reverse of a George VI halfpenny which depicts Sir Francis Drake’s ship, the Golden Hind, in 

which he sailed around the world.  

  

Medallion Tercentenary of First
English  ible by Miles Coverdale

18  Fountains Abbey in  orkshire

The Golden Hind Sir Francis Drake s ship
Reverse of George VI Halfpenny The Spanish Armada 1 88
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The Spanish viewed men like Drake as nothing more than pirates, and in 1588 Philip II of Spain 

(who had been married to Mary Tudor) sent a huge Armada to invade England. But they met 

their match, and were sent scuttling back to Spain via the north of Scotland and the west 

coast of Ireland. England was becoming a power in Europe.  

This was also the age of William Shakespeare, foremost among several great poets and 

dramatists including Christopher Marlowe and Edmund Spenser.  

  

Coins were produced throughout the Tudor period by the hammered process, with one 

exception which we will come to. A coin blank was placed on what was known as the ‘pile’, 

an iron bar several inches long, spiked at the bottom so it could be fixed into a heavy block of 

wood. The coin image (or die), usually the obverse, was engraved on this. The reverse die was 

engraved on another iron bar known as the ‘trussel’, which had a flattened head. In order to 

strike the coin the trussel was placed over the blank coin and given a hammer blow. And hey 

presto, we have a brand new coin!  

The early coins of Henry VII saw little change from those of his predecessor Richard III, and 

indeed from those of the last 200 years. The largest silver coin was the groat, worth four 

pence, and on the obverse is the portrait of the king, not a true likeness, but a  representation 

of the monarch. He is wearing an open crown. The inscription cites Henry’s name and titles, 

claiming him to be by grace of God king not only of England but of France, a title claimed by 

English monarchs since the time of Edward III and which remained on English coins until the 

reign of George III. The reverse retains the long cross, stretching to the edge of the coin as a 

safeguard against the practice of clipping, with 3 pellets in each of the angles. There are two 

concentric circles containing the inscription. The outer contains a motto, again dating back 

200 years – “Posui Deum Adiutorem Meum”  (I have made God my helper), a quotation from 

Psalm 54. The inner circle gives the name of the mint – in this case Civitas London (the city of 

London). Also on the coin we find a mintmark on both obverse and reverse, that of lis and 

rose being used between 1485 and 1487.  

 illiam Shakespeare

Min ng of coins by the hammered method
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As well as groats, the minting of halfgroats, pennies, halfpennies, and a few farthings was 

carried out. This penny is from the ecclesiastical mint at York, and on the reverse Civitas 

Eboraci spells this out. Eboracum was the name by which the Romans called York. The 

Archbishops of Canterbury and York, as well as the Bishop of Durham, were authorised to 

mint coins up to the value of halfgroat. This one was minted by Archbishop Rotherham. The 

letter T for his Christian name Thomas is found to the left of the neck, with a trefoil to the 

right. Again we look to the mintmark for dating, and the lis over sun and rose was used 

between 1485 and 1487. On the reverse, what is known as a quatrefoil appears in the centre 

of the cross. There is no room on this small coin for a motto. 

This halfgroat, also from York, is from the time of Archbishop Savage, and the mintmark 

martlet (a small bird) dates it to 1502-4. The keys on either side of the breast are the symbol 

of St Peter who holds the keys to the kingdom of Heaven, and York Minster is dedicated to St 

Peter. The crown is now arched.  

  

One of the features of Henry VII’s coinage was how the king’s crown became much more 

elaborate. We have single arch crowns, double arch crowns, crowns with jewelled arches 

(sometimes one arch jewelled but the other not). This Tudor crown is surmounted by an orb 

and cross. Here we see a few examples of groats, all of the double arch variety, and all minted 

in London. The coin on the left has mintmark cinquefoil, which dates it to 1489-93. It has plain 

Medieval groats

Richard III Henry VII (open crown 
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arches. The other coins have one plain and one jewelled arch; you will notice little dots on 

the upper arch. Mintmark pansy on the middle coin dates from 1495-8, while the greyhound’s 

head on the right hand example is for 1502-4.  

Here are some halfgroats. They are all from the mint at Canterbury – Civitas Cantor. Two of 

the coins have mintmark tun ( a small barrel), used between 1493 and 1499. They were issued 

jointly by the king and the archbishop. That on the right doesn’t have a mintmark, but would 

be roughly from the same period. However, it was issued solely by the archbishop and has 

the initial M in the centre of the reverse. This stands for Thomas Morton, archbishop from 

1486 until his death in 1500. He was also Lord Chancellor, and it was his tax policy, along with 

Henry’s frugality, that helped replenish the treasury.  ou may have heard of Morton’s Fork; 

if you lived an extravagant life, you could obviously afford to pay, whereas if you lived frugally 

you must be saving your money and could likewise afford to give generously to the king.  

This little coin is a halfpenny from the London mint with a single arched crown.  

  

It was around 1489-90 that there was a fundamental change to the penny. An attempt was 

made to reproduce the enthroned monarch which appeared on the gold sovereign on the 

rather confined space of the penny. Hence the name ‘sovereign pennies’. On the reverse was 

a shield bearing the insignia of England and France with a long cross superimposed. The coin 

on the left was minted at Durham under Bishop Richard Fox. The letters D and R appear on 

either side of the reverse shield, standing for Durham and Richard. The coin on the right was 

minted by Archbishop Rotherham at York. The symbol of the keys for York appear below the 

shield.  

Up until 1504 the coins were essentially medieval in appearance. But in that year a new 

coinage was introduced showing a profile of the king. This was based on the realistic 

portraiture being used in Italy, and was either the work of Alexander Brugsal (of Brussels) or 

his successor Sir John Sharp. A very scarce coin of twelve pence was introduced called the 

‘testoon’, taking its name from the Italian ‘testone’, meaning a head. This was the prototype 

for what later became known as the shilling. 
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But groats and half groats were also given the new treatment. Here we see two groats. That 

on the left is what is known as the tentative issue with the mintmark of cross and crosslets, 

used in 1504-5. The regular issue on the right has mintmark pheon (an arrowhead) dating it 

to 1505-9. The tentative issue has two bands to the crown, whereas the regular issue has 

three. Henry’s titles on the obverse proclaim him as Henry VII, by grace of God, king of 

England and France. The reverse is a complete redesign, similar to the sovereign penny with 

cross imposed over an armorial shield. The same motto still appears around the edge, but no 

longer is the name of the mint given. In the case of the groats this was no longer necessary 

as they were all minted in London.  

The halfgroats were similar, although they were also minted at Canterbury and York. The mint 

at Canterbury at this time was operated jointly by the king and archbishop. The martlet 

mintmark on the coin on the left denotes it as Canterbury 1504-9. The York mint was under 

the control of Archbishop Bainbridge. Again the martlet mintmark is used, but we know it is 

from York from the keys under the shield on the reverse.  

  

 hen Henry VIII became king in 1 09, rather surprisingly the coinage didn’t change, apart 

from the substitution of the Roman numeral VIII for VII. The portrait of Henry VII was retained 

on the groats and halfgroats until 1526. The mintmark of a crowned portcullis, as seen on this 

groat, was used from 1514-26. Production of groats was confined to London, apart from a 
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scarce issue struck at Tournai in modern day Belgium in 1513-14. Henry had captured the city 

in 1513 during the war against France.  

Halfgroats continued to be minted at the ecclesiastical mints of Canterbury and York, as well 

as the Royal Mint at London, and a very rare issue at Tournai. The left hand coin is from York 

under Thomas Wolsey as archbishop. The reverse inscription reads Civitas Eboraci (the city 

of  ork , while the keys of St Peter are retained beneath the shield, along with  olsey’s 

cardinal’s hat.  olsey became a cardinal in 1 1 . Mintmark pansy was used between 1 14 

and 1526. The right hand coin is one of Archbishop William Warham at Canterbury. The 

reverse inscription reads Civitas Cantor (city of Canterbury), while the letters WA appear 

either side of the shield. The mintmark pomegranate was used up until 1526.  

  

Sovereign pennies continued to be minted at London, Canterbury and Durham, with 

halfpennies produced at London, Canterbury and York. These retained the old medieval 

portrait. A very rare farthing from London has a portcullis on the obverse in place of a portrait. 

The portcullis was the badge of Henry’s grandmother, Margaret  eaufort, mother of Henry 

VII. On the reverse a rose has been superimposed in the centre of the cross. 

And so we come to the second coinage, introduced in 1526 and lasting up to 1544. Now for 

the first time we have an actual portrait of Henry VIII, shown as a clean-shaven young man. 

He was 35 years old in 1526. Apparently he grew a beard the following year, so this portrait 

was soon out of date. This is a groat, minted in London, in all respects apart from the portrait 

similar to the first coinage. Varieties of the portrait exist, and this is Bust D, the one most 

commonly found. Mintmark lis was used throughout the period 1526-44. In theory all groats 

should have been minted at the Royal Mint in London. But Cardinal Wolsey was a bad boy, 

and issued groats at the ecclesiastical mint at York, even though by law he should have 

produced coins up to the value of halfgroats only. Had he survived to face trial, this is probably 

one of the charges he would have faced.  

Henry VIII Half Groats (1st coinage 
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Here are some of the halfgroats, which were minted at London, Canterbury and York. 

Archbishop Warham continued to strike coins up until 1532 with letters WA (as on left hand 

coin). He was succeeded by Thomas Cranmer, seen on the middle coin with the initials TC and 

the distinctive mintmark of a Catherine wheel. The right-hand coin is of York with the initials 

T  for Thomas  olsey and the cardinal’s hat below the shield. The mintmark is a cross.   Later 

coins of York would have EL or LE for Archbishop Lee.  

Sovereign pennies continued to be minted at London, Canterbury and Durham, with a scarce 

issue under Archbishop Lee at York. There was one major difference with these second issue 

pennies in that we have a new obverse inscription – h. D.G. Rosa sine spina – Henry by grace 

of God the rose without a thorn. It seems that Henry is being referred to as the perfect Tudor 

rose, the offspring of the red and white roses of Lancaster and York now united. These are all 

pennies of the second coinage. That on the left is from the Royal Mint in London with 

mintmark lis. The middle coin is of Thomas Wolsey at Durham; he was Bishop of Durham from 

1523, as well as Archbishop of York from 1514. His initials TW appear either side of the 

reverse shield, while below is the cardinal’s hat; the mintmark is trefoil, used 1 26-9.  The 

right hand coin is of  olsey’s successor at Durham, Cuthbert Tunstall, with initials CD 

standing for Cuthbert and Durham. The mintmark is star.  
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Halfpennies retained the medieval portrait, and were struck at London, Canterbury and York. 

This one is from the ecclesiastical mint at Canterbury, with the initials TC for Archbishop 

Thomas Cranmer either side of the bust. The Rosa Sine Spina inscription is used on the 

obverse, with Civitas Cantor (city of Canterbury) on the reverse. 

There were also farthings from London and Canterbury, which are extremely rare. These 

retained the portcullis obverse, but differed from those of the 1st coinage with the inscription 

Rutilans Rosa – the dazzling rose. The rose is now omitted from the reverse, however, which 

simply has a cross with pellets in each quarter, as on the halfpenny. The reverse inscription is 

quoted in Spink's Coins of England as DEO GRACIAS, although there seems to be some 

uncertainty about this. It is not, however, the usual DEI GRATIA (‘by the Grace of God’), 

although that may well be the sentiment intended. No more coins would be struck at the 

ecclesiastical mints after the second coinage. The privilege of striking coins henceforth 

belonged solely to the king.  

  

Gold and silver from the New World were pouring into Europe, and inflation was rampant, 

occurrences which were not unconnected. However, despite the output from the American 

mines, Henry’s treasury was fast becoming depleted, and drastic measures were called for. 

The coinage suffered, and Henry’s third coinage from 1 44-7 became more and more 

debased with the silver content being reduced to as little as one-third, the remainder being 

copper alloy. The silver soon wore off and the copper showed through, so Henry became 

known as ‘Old Coppernose’. As for the coins themselves, there was a revival of the testoon 

or shilling, with an older bearded portrait of the king, reminiscent of the well-known portraits 

by Hans Holbein. The reverse has a large Tudor rose surmounted by a crown with the crowned 

letter HR standing for Henricus Rex to either side. These testoons were not only minted at 

the Tower Mint in London, but also at mints at Southwark and Bristol. This example has the 

mintmark of a pellet within an annulet, and was minted at the Tower. It retains the Posui 

motto on the reverse, whereas coins of Southwark rather confusingly display Civitas London 
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instead. One other point of interest – Henry is now King of Ireland in addition to his other 

titles. 

Groats and half groats show the king facing slightly to the right. There are several variations. 

They were struck at the Tower, Southwark, Bristol, Canterbury and York, the latter two now 

being royal rather than ecclesiastical mints. The left-hand example is from the Tower, with 

mintmark lis. That on the right is from Bristol, identified as such by Civitas Bristolie on the 

reverse and the WS monogram of William Sharington, the mintmaster there.  

  

This is an example of the half groat, from the Canterbury mint – Civitas Cantor on the reverse.  

Pennies and halfpennies have a full facing bust. That on the left is from the York mint – Civitas 

Eboraci, while the right hand example is of Bristol, which has a completely different bust to 

the other mints. The very rare farthing now has a rose on the obverse, with a cross and pellets 

reverse.  

  

Henry VIII died in 1547 and was succeeded by his 9-year-old son, who became Edward VI. But 

Edward’s name and portrait didn’t appear on the coins, rather that of Henry VIII was retained 

for Edward’s first coinage and continued to be struck until 1  1. This is known as the 

posthumous coinage. The same mints were used, with the addition of Durham House in the 
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Strand, London. This groat is from Canterbury. Posthumous coins can be distinguished by the 

style of bust, as well as by the mintmark. However, this coin has no mintmark.  

Tower mint groats, as on the left, retain the Posui motto; mintmark grapple was used in 1549. 

The example on the right is from Bristol, with the mint name Bristolie. Durham House coins 

had a reverse motto which was unique to them – Redde cuique quod suum est (Render to 

each that which is his).  

  

Here we have on the left a posthumous penny and on the right a halfpenny, both from the 

Tower Mint.  Halfpennies were confined to the Tower, Canterbury and York.  

But soon coins with a profile bust of the young Edward were being issued alongside the 

posthumous coinage. These were still debased, and consisted of groats, halfgroats, pennies 

and halfpennies. All of these denominations were minted at the Tower and at Southwark 

(apart from halfpennies), with some half groats at Canterbury and pennies and halfpennies 

at Bristol. The name of the king is rendered as Edward 6 – in English rather than the customary 

Latin. The reverse of both coins illustrated reads Civitas London, but the mintmark E on the 

reverse of the halfgroat indicates Southwark, a mark used by the mintmaster there (Sir John 

Yorke), while mintmark arrow on the penny was used by Sir Martin Bowes at the Tower.   
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In 1549 shillings were produced with an improved quality of silver, but reduced in weight so 

that they were not much larger than the groat. Bishop Hugh Latimer got into trouble for his 

denigrating remarks about these coins in a sermon: “ e have here a pretty little shilling, 

indeed a very pretty one. I have but one I think in my purse, and the last day I had put it away 

almost for an old groat, and so I trust some will take them. The fineness of the silver I cannot 

see, but therein is printed a fine sentence, that is Timor Domini Fons Vitae – The Fear of the 

Lord is the Fountain of Life”. And this is indeed a new motto which appears on these coins 

(from Proverbs 14:27), not as is normal on the reverse, but on the obverse, what is known as 

a transposed legend with the name and titles of the king appearing on the reverse. The VI for 

Edward now appears in Roman numerals, And for the first time a date appears on an English 

coin, also in Roman numerals – MDXLIX, for 1549. Mintmark arrow is for the Tower Mint, with 

coins also minted at Southwark, Canterbury and Durham House. The shield on the reverse is 

also new – a small oval, garnished shield separating the letter ER for Edward Rex.  

Not long afterwards larger shillings were minted, but with a reduced fineness of silver, thus 

containing the same amount of silver as the earlier coins. These were produced at the Tower, 

Southwark, Durham House, Canterbury, and a very scarce issue from Bristol. The coin on the 

left is an example from Canterbury, with mintmark t for the mintmaster William Tillesworth. 

The same motto is retained, along with the date, but the legends are no longer transposed. 

The right-hand example is from Durham House, with mintmark bow for mintmaster John 

Bowes. The date is omitted from these Durham House shillings, which also have a new 

reverse motto – Inimicos eius induam confusione (As for His enemies I shall clothe them with 

shame – Psalm 132:18).  

  

A very base issue of shillings was minted at the Tower and Southwark in 1551, with just one 

quarter silver and three-quarters alloy. Pennies were also issued at London and York, and 

halfpennies at London. This is a London penny, which has the mintmark escallop used from 

1551-3. Pennies and halfpennies have no portrait, rather a rose in its place. And we have a 

return to the Rosa Sine Spina legend; Edward is now the rose without a thorn.  
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By 1551 the Exchequer had sufficient funds to allow it to embark on a new coinage, almost 

up to the old sterling standard of fineness. This is known as the fine issue, and was interesting 

for several reasons, not least that it contained a number of new denominations. This is one 

of them, the silver crown, value five shillings. Prior to this crowns and halfcrowns had been 

gold coins, and indeed continued to be minted as such into the Stuart period. These crowns 

were based on the large silver coins known as thalers which circulated in Europe, the design 

closely modelled on the guldengroschen of the Tirol with its ornate equestrian figure. And on 

the crowns we have an equestrian figure of young Edward in armour holding an unsheathed 

sword and sitting on a richly caparisoned horse. For the first time the date appears in Arabic 

numerals underneath the horse. The mintmark ‘y’ was used by Sir John Yorke, who moved to 

the Tower Mint from Southwark, which closed in 1551. The reverse retains the heraldic shield 

with the lions of England and fleur-de-lys of France, overlaid with a forked cross. The Posui 

motto is retained.  

  

The halfcrown (two shillings and sixpence) is basically a smaller version of the crown, 

although there are varieties, with galloping horses, walking horses, horses with and without 

plumes etc. Unlike the crown, this coin has a plumed horse. Again it was minted at the Tower 

under Sir John Yorke. Indeed most of these fine silver coins were from the Tower mint, 

although a few shillings and sixpences were produced at York.  

Which brings us to the shilling which has a facing bust of Edward, crowned and wearing an 

ermine cloak. To the left of the bust is the Tudor rose, while to the right the Roman numeral 

appears for 12, the shilling being worth twelve pence. This is the first time that the mark of 

value appears on English coins. However, there is no date on any of the coins below the 

halfcrown. You will again note the ‘y’ mintmark.  

The sixpence was a new denomination, this time the Roman numerals for six indicating the 

value. In this case the mintmark is tun, a small barrel, also used at the Tower.  
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There were no groats or halfgroats, but rather yet another new denomination, the 

threepence, with the Roman value for three, and again in this case the tun mintmark. There 

are also very scarce sovereign type pennies from this period, as well as a farthing with 

portcullis on the obverse and a cross and pellets reverse. There are no halfpennies.  

 

Edward sadly died in 1553, to be succeeded by his half-sister Mary, the daughter of Katherine 

of Aragon, and she brought England back into the Roman Catholic fold. She has in many ways 

got a bad press, but she did take an interest in the coinage, restoring it to the full sterling 

standard. In her first coinage she reverted to the groat and its subdivisions of the halfgroats 

and penny as the sole silver coins. This is an example of the groat. The motto on the reverse 

is interesting – Veritas Temporis Filia (Truth the daughter of time). Was this a reference to 

the fact that in time Mary would undo all the anti-Catholic measures put in place under her 

predecessor? Or perhaps it is a rebuttal of the proclamation of her illegitimacy in 1533. The 

mintmark strangely appears after the first word on these coins. You can see it clearly on the 

reverse after the word “Veritas”. It is a pomegranate, which was the personal badge of 

Katherine of Aragon. The halfgroat is simply a smaller version of the groat. But on the obverse 

of the penny we can see that Mary is now being described as the rose without the thorn. 

Some pennies have Civitas London on the reverse.  
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Then in 1554 Mary married Philip of Spain, who would become King as Philip II in the following 

year. Apparently he brought with him cartloads of bullion and foreign coin which were used 

to produce English coins, along with a team of Spanish technicians equipped with the latest 

coining tools. Philip had to be included on the coinage, and so we have shillings and sixpences 

with the facing busts of Philip and Mary beneath a crown. Philip’s name is also included in 

the legend along with that of Mary, and the titles are given as King and Queen of England, 

France and Naples, Prince and Princess of Spain. This is seen in the coin on the left, but later 

coins such as that on the right discreetly omit the unpopular Spanish titles (and also 

incidentally the claim to France and indeed Ireland which is not mentioned anywhere on the 

Philip and Mary coinage). Some of these coins are dated, while others are not. You can see 

the date on the obverse of the right hand coin, either side of the crown. The reverse has a 

crowned shield with the Hapsburg arms impaled with those of England. You can see the mark 

of value XII on either side of the reverse crown. Not all coins have this.  The Posui motto is 

once again used, only now in the plural (We have made God our Helper).  

This is the sixpence, which is simply a smaller version of the shilling. The Roman numerals VI 

appear either side of the crown on the reverse to mark the denomination.  

  

The groat, halfgroats and penny are similar to the first coinage, with only Mary’s portrait 

appearing, although both Philip and Mary’s names are on the obverse inscription. This simply 
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translates as Philip and Mary, by grace of God, king and queen; no mention of where they are 

king and queen of.  The portrait is different, and on the penny Philip and Mary are now the 

Rose without a Thorn. On the reverse the Veritas inscription has gone, and we revert back to 

the Posui motto, pluralised as in the shilling and sixpence. Except for the penny, which has 

Civitas London, the mintmark is lis.  There is no mark of value on any of these coins.  

There was also a base penny, similar to the base penny of Edward VI, with a rose on the 

obverse. These were apparently used as halfpennies.  

  

Mary was succeeded in 1558 by her half-sister Elizabeth. An immediate problem was the vast 

number of base shillings of Edward VI in circulation. Under Mary they had been devalued and 

circulated as ninepence or sixpence according to their fineness. But now they were 

countermarked with a portcullis and circulated at fourpence-halfpenny. Those from the very 

base period of 1550-3 were countermarked with a greyhound to circulate at twopence-

farthing. In 1561 they were demonetised altogether.  

  

Elizabeth’s reign is of interest for the number of different denominations struck, more than 

any other monarch. In total there are seven issues of coinage, the first being in 1559-60 when 

shillings, groats, half groats and pennies were minted. The mintmark on all these coins is lis. 

There were variations in the portrait, and here we see two examples of the shilling. There are 
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two main types, one with a wire line inner circle like the example on the left, and that with a 

wire line and beaded inner circle, as on the right hand coin. Elizabeth is styled Queen of 

England, France and Ireland. Note the use of the letter Z for “and”. The reverse has the shield 

with cross superimposed and the Posui motto.  

This is a first issue halfgroat, with mintmark lis.  

  

Here are a couple of shillings from the second issue of 1560-1. Again you can see different 

styles of portraits. The mintmark on these coins is a cross and crosslets, but mintmark martlet 

was also used. There were actually two separate Mint buildings at the Tower, known as the 

Nether Mint and the Upper Houses. These cross-crosslet coins were struck at the Nether 

Mint, and are of a slightly lower fineness than coins with the martlet which were struck in the 

Upper Houses.  

The same denominations were struck as under the first issue. On the left is the groat, with 

mintmark martlet, while on the right we have the penny with cross-crosslets. The penny does 

not have the Queen’s full titles, but rather the Rosa Sine Spina description of the Rose without 

a Thorn. The reverse has no motto, rather Civitas London.  

  

And so we come to the third and fourth issues of 1561-77. No shillings were minted, but we 

do have sixpences, threepences, halfgroats and pennies, along with two new denominations 
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unique to Elizabeth - the three-halfpence and the three-farthings. Here are two sixpences, 

and one of the first things to notice is that they are dated, that on the right being 1564, the 

date of Shakespeare’s birth. The mintmark is pheon, an arrowhead. There is also a Tudor rose 

behind the bust, and you will find this, along with the date, on sixpences, threepences, three-

halfpence, and three-farthings. They don’t appear on shillings, groats, halfgroats or pennies. 

As Elizabethan coins have no mark of value, this was a way of distinguishing between coins 

fairly similar in size and easily confused with one another. The 1564 sixpence has a large 

variety of the busts of Elizabeth. 

This is a threepence of 1573, with mintmark acorn.  

  

Here are examples of the three-halfpence and three-farthings, dated 1572 and 1573 

respectively, with the Rosa Sine Spina and Civitas London inscriptions. The mintmarks are 

ermine and acorn. In the absence of farthings and halfpennies, these coins could be given in 

change for a halfgroat or a penny.  

It was at this time, during the years 1561-71, that an experiment was made with milled 

coinage, concurrent with the normal hammered coins. A French Huguenot called Eloy (or 

Eloye) Mestrelle escaped from Paris at a time of religious turmoil. He had been an employee 

of the Paris mint and now brought his skills to London. He produced silver coins of uniform 

thickness, perfectly rounded and elegantly lettered, using a screw press operated by 

horsepower. This is the shilling, with mintmark star.  

And here are different varieties of the sixpence, three with mintmark star, the other with a 

lis. Like their hammered counterparts they are dated and have a rose behind the bust. We 

have large broad busts, small busts, tall narrow busts, decorated dresses, plain dresses etc.  
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And here we have the groat, with no rose or date, and the threepence, which has both. Again 

mintmark star is used. There was opposition amongst the workers at the Mint to the 

introduction of machinery as they feared losing their jobs. And so in 1572 Mestrelle was 

removed from his post on the grounds that his machines were too slow. Unfortunately, he 

turned to crime, and in 1578 was hanged at Norwich for counterfeiting.  

  

Back to the hammered coins. The fifth issue took place between 1578-82, with the same 

denominations as the 3rd and 4th issues, except there were no halfgroats. Then came the 6th 

issue of 1582-1600. This saw the return of the shilling after an absence of twenty years. This 

is a completely new bust, and has variant types in that in some cases the ear is covered over. 

In the case of this coin it can be seen. Mintmark tun was used in 1592-5.  

This is a sixpence dated 1592, with mintmark hand.  
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There were no groats or threepences, but the halfgroat made a reappearance, and it is now 

given two pellets behind the head to signify two pence. Mintmark bell is for 1582-3. Unlike 

earlier halfgroats, the Rosa Sine Spina legend is used.  

Here are two examples of 6th issue pennies. One has mintmark escallop, a type of shell, for 

1584-6; the other mintmark crescent for 1587-9.  

  

Gone now are the three-halfpence and three-farthings, but for the first time in Elizabeth’s 

reign we have a halfpenny, which also appears in the seventh issue, of which this is an 

example. These have a portcullis on the obverse, with a cross and pellets reverse. There is no 

inscription. The numeral ‘2’ over the portcullis indicates a mint date of 1602.  

This is a halfgroat of the 7th issue, in this case with mintmark ‘1’ for 1601. Denominations are 

the same as for the 6th issue with two additions.  

These are the silver crown and halfcrown, the first time these had been issued since the fine 

issue coinage of Edward VI. This is the halfcrown with mintmark 1. These coins show a 

completely different portrait of the Queen, a more mature portrait in which she is depicted 

holding an orb and sceptre. As was the case with those of Edward VI there were equivalent 

gold coins of this denomination.  
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We have come a long way from the city of Leicester and the Battle of Bosworth Field. No 

longer are we in the medieval world with its stylised portraiture, but we have moved into a 

more modern world characterised by realism in its portrayal of the monarch on the coinage. 

The early Stuart period would continue this trend, until eventually in the early 1660s 

machinery took over from the hammered process. As for the Tudor period, I find it a very 

interesting one, and this is reflected in the coinage. 

                                   

          
                          


